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Guernica Editions,Canada. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Edges of Light:
Selected Poems, 1983-90, Helene Dorion, Andrea Moorhead, Andrea Moorhead, At the centre of
these texts is the person loved: never described, never allowed to speak, this eternal body, this love
that emerges from the shadows around us, central to the voice of the poems, loved with constance
and unswerving fidelity, pledge of the poem's lifeblood, impression of their voice, their image, their
pressing against the limits of banality, daily depression, personal despair. The words echo in the
reader's head. Despite the highly chiselled use of language, the almost clinically cold choice of
words, the adherence to the vocabulary of daily discourse, the poems offer strangely calming
comfort, a soothing hope for those who question and move through the world with sensitivity and a
certain tentativeness.
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These kinds of book is every thing and helped me hunting forward plus more. It is probably the most remarkable book we have read through. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ever ett Sta nton-- Ever ett Sta nton

This created book is wonderful. It is amongst the most amazing book i have got go through. I am just e ortlessly will get a enjoyment of looking at a
created publication.
-- Pr of . Ja sper  Mur a z ik PhD-- Pr of . Ja sper  Mur a z ik PhD
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